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REAL ESTATE

Opportunities
in Life Science
Real Estate
Investing
•

Technological advances and an aging U.S.
demographic are boosting demand for medical
research and life science real estate space.

•

We estimate the investable life science universe to be
$73 billion, and will likely rise to $165 billion by 2030,
or 6% as large as the $2.6 trillion office investable
universe today.

•

Life science employment has exhibited significant
growth–particularly in existing “Research Clusters”–
and the industry has been resilient during downturns
(Exhibit 4).

•

Investment in the life science sector may offer
attractive relative value, but we believe there are also
important risks to consider.
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Introduction
Even before the onset of COVID-19, the life science real estate sector was gaining traction amongst
institutional investors. The rise in demand for research and development of COVID-19 treatments
has further increased investor interest in the sector and, in this report, we will outline what life
science investments are, the factors that may drive future demand for life science space, and how
we think about relative value of investments in the sector today.
Life science employment encompasses a wide range of fields. While some of the more commonly
known branches of life sciences include genetics (study of human DNA and genome) or
epidemiology, there are in fact dozens of additional fields of study that fall under the umbrella of
life sciences, and therefore use life science real estate.1 Since 2000, employment in this sector has
increased by 41%, well above the 14% increase for the U.S. as a whole.2 This has contributed to both
fast and steady leasing demand growth.
In terms of physical characteristics, life science properties are often mistakenly assumed to be a
category of office properties, similar to medical offices. Although life science properties look like
offices and are often referred to as “life science offices”, they are physically often quite different.
As measured by square feet, life science properties are often around half office space and half lab
space, but also include unique characteristics such as 10–20% higher ceilings (relative to traditional
office), 50–100% excess floor load capacity, over 2x the cooling and heating capacity, and 75–
100% increased electrical capacity, among others.3 These additional infrastructure requirements
contribute to higher average $/SF rents for life science properties, and also limit conversions from
existing office buildings into life science properties.
Life science laboratory space is generally categorized as either a “wet lab” or a “dry lab”4, and wet
labs are slightly more common than dry labs.
Wet laboratory space includes the use of chemicals, drugs, or other biological matter which
is tested and analyzed. Building needs for wet lab space may include safety components (ex:
fume hoods, water stations) as well as separate building ventilation and utility connections. Dry
laboratory spaces typically include space for materials, electronics, and instruments which need
precision temperature and humidity control.
A number of secular trends have been driving demand for life science space, and we believe these
are likely to continue.
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Long-Term Demand Tailwinds
An aging population in the U.S.–coupled with longer life expectancies–is creating a larger market
for therapies that enhance the quality of life for seniors (Exhibit 1).5 With an average age of 66
years old, the Baby Boomer generation is expected to buoy demand for the types of drugs being
researched and developed in life science assets.

Exhibit 1 | An Aging U.S. Population
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Additionally, over the last few years, technological advancements such as machine learning
have led to novel discoveries and improvements in gene and cell therapies. These software
advancements have driven down research expenses for life science companies, therefore allowing
for increased innovation in the space.
In recent years, the perceived commercial viability of the life science sector has materialized as
significant capital has flowed to biomedical companies and startups. Venture capital investment, for
example, stood at approximately $23 billion at the end of 2019, which compares to around $8 billion
10 years prior.6 The life sciences sector also receives research grants from the National Institute of
Health (NIH), which budgeted in excess of $30 billion to medical research in 20197 (Exhibit 2).

Exhibit 2 | Historical Life Science Funding ($ billions)8
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But these amounts are dwarfed by the capital provided by the R&D divisions of larger, private
companies. Largely comprised of pharmaceutical firms, total R&D spending reached $155 billion in
2019, representing an average annual increase of 5% since 2012.9
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The increased investment amongst life science companies has naturally translated into a
burgeoning need for Research & Development (R&D) and manufacturing space. Additionally, there’s
an increasing demand for numerous small-volume medicines that represent a departure from bulk
R&D in a single location,10 which we believe is partially supporting demand for life science space.
Now that we understand the sector’s primary drivers, we’ll focus on where demand is increasing.

Research Clusters/Fundamentals
The preference for networking amongst industry professionals–as well as access to the talent and
resources associated with higher education institutions–has focused life science demand into
research “clusters”. For example, from 2010 to 2018, 63% of total life science venture capital funding
went to companies located in the Boston and San Francisco markets.11 By comparison, these two
markets have accounted for approximately 30% of total venture capital funding in recent years.12

Exhibit 3 | Life Science Clusters13
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In our view, there are seven major life science research clusters across the U.S. San Francisco,
Boston, and San Diego lead the pack in terms of total life science inventory; however, San Francisco
and Boston have much higher market values, which we believe could be attributed to the relatively
limited land availability in those markets.
From a vacancy perspective, life science availability rates stand in the low 7% range on average,
with certain research clusters such as Boston having near-zero vacancy rates.14 This has translated
into 6% or greater annual rent growth in most of the research clusters in recent years,15 although
going forward we expect rental growth to eventually slow to around the rate of inflation.
Although these seven markets make up the majority of the U.S. life science market, there are
emerging clusters in other areas. New York City, for example, has the third largest pipeline of life
sciences office development, has exhibited strong life science employment growth and has the
second highest amount of research grants out of all U.S. metros.16

Life science demand has historically been less cyclical, and may
modestly benefit from the COVID-19 recession.
Although we are still too early in the COVID-19 recession to know for sure, during the prior three
recessions the life science sector had stronger demand than the broader economy.
Looking forward, the World Economic Forum suggests COVID-19 will likely not be the last pandemic,
and that better preparation is needed to fight future disease outbreaks.17 As a result, we believe that
life science research funding could increase both to fight the current COVID-19 pandemic, and to
build a better infrastructure for future diseases. At around $15 billion through the second quarter of
2020, life sciences VC funding is well on pace to eclipse its prior-year record of $23 billion.
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In our view, life science employment is well
positioned from both a near-term and longterm perspective. While most companies within
the industry have experienced supply chain
related headwinds, history suggests the sector’s
employment base is resilient during recessionary
periods (Exhibit 4). So far in the 2020 recession,
the need to use specialized lab equipment has
generally contributed to spaces both remaining
leased, and being physically used, unlike other
real estate sectors that have struggled due to
social distancing and shelter-in-place orders.
While we expect the life sciences to benefit from
strong demand drivers and the current market
environment, there are important investment
characteristics and considerations worth noting.

Exhibit 4 | Life Sciences Employment
During Past Recessions18
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Investment considerations
Over the next decade, we estimate the institutional life science real estate universe to
approximately triple in size, from about $73 billion today to $165 billion by 2030. If true, this
could provide institutional investors with ample opportunity to increase allocations to the sector,
especially in the development space.
In our view, one of the key considerations for investing in life science real estate is the value
of the location, versus the value of the improvements. On a per square foot basis, life science
buildings in major research clusters often trade for a higher price than traditional office due to
generally higher market rents (Exhibit 5), as well as the typical “triple net” (NNN) lease structure,
which typically translates into better profit margins as the landlord is reimbursed for insurance,
maintenance, and taxes.
Similarly, market rent growth within life science research clusters is a relative value factor worth
understanding. Life science cap rates are typically similar or slightly tighter than similar-quality
office cap rates, reflecting both greater contractual rent increases, and expectations for better
market rent growth.

Exhibit 5 | Life Science vs. Traditional Office (MIM Estimates, as of December 2020)
Metric
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Traditional Office

$65 - $100 NNN

$50 - $75 Gross

Cap Rate

4.25% - 5.00%

4.50% - 5.50%

Price PSF

$1,000 - $1,500

$750 - $1,000

Market Rent

We believe greater rent growth expectations are justified as occupiers of life science space rely
heavily on the surrounding network a typical research cluster has to offer, such as peer research
groups or higher education institutions. Tenants are therefore increasingly willing to pay high rents
for these resources. This location premium represents both a risk and an opportunity and should be
carefully considered.
The best parallel we are aware of may be the growth of the San Francisco and San Jose office
sector over the last 30 years, as the technology industry grew and concentrated in Silicon Valley.
Office investments in this area have achieved some of the strongest returns of any market in the
country, but also illustrate the need to understand the underlying business model (such as what
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occurred when VC firms propped up many local area “dot com” companies without tangible
business models in the late 1990s). So far, we have seen very few signs of excessive VC funding
or unrealistic business model expectations in life science businesses, but recommend investors
remain sensitive to this dynamic going forward.
Another investment consideration includes the initial buildout of R&D lab space in life science
buildings. As mentioned previously, unique characteristics related to life science buildings typically
makes the buildout more expensive relative to traditional office space. However, these represent
one-time additional costs given the universal infrastructure for most life science tenants, which
could lead to lower capital expenditures over the hold period relative to traditional office. This is
primarily due to the lower additional investment required to re-lease office space when a tenant
rolls over. Historically, these types of capital expenditures have amounted to 15% of NOI for life
science properties, which compares to nearly 30% for the overall office sector.20
While we expect the broader sector to be largely resilient to COVID-19, life science companies
that rely on VC funding tend to carry higher levels of credit risk. The probability of a drug failing
to reach FDA approval is 85%, and this can give some company business models a binary
potential outcome.21 One potential method to reduce credit risk is attaining a Letter of Credit that
guarantees payment, regardless of a failure to meet lease obligations by the occupier, through
a specified time period. The limited effort and capital required to backfill vacant space that was
mentioned previously could also serve as an additional mitigating factor to higher credit risks.
A final key risk in our view is the regulatory risks associated with the broader health care industry.
More specifically, rising prescription drug prices are an increasingly prevalent bi-partisan issue,
and to the extent government regulations on drug prices impact the profitability of the industry,
segments of the life science industry could face headwinds. Based on current proposals in
Washington, we do not believe this is a near-term concern.

Conclusion
We believe the life sciences sector is a viable alternative property type for investment with
favorable demand tailwinds. Despite the potential risks, we believe allocating capital to the
sector alongside an experienced life science operator–either through acquisitions or ground-up
development–offers investors potential for favorable risk-adjusted returns.
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